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1. Eligibility 

US and Canadian closed cars pre 1948. Anyone wishing to use a body between the years of 

1948-1975 must have approval of the series tech director prior to being eligible to race. Bodies 

that we will give approval on are: Gremlin, Pacer, Pinto, Vega, Austin or other bodies used from 

the 50’s,60’s,70’s will be considered upon a written request.  

Up to 1975 compact cars. (Vega, Pinto, Austin) 

Original metal bodies only. 

2. Body Rules  

1. No top chopping.  

2. Stock body width.  

3. Trunk may be shortened-contoured or cut vertically.  

4. Rear of body must be completely closed with sheet metal and extended down to frame.  

5. No spoilers, wings, or fenders. No air dams.  

6. All windows must be stock size. Only the windshield to be covered. Windshield must be clear 

1/8" or thicker lexan.  Windshield must fully fill the opening.  

7. All body panels, including roof inserts, must be sheet metal or made for racing plastic. Minimum 

sheet metal .20 gauge. Front hinged roof hatch allowed for a driver exit door, for safety. 

8. All cars must have full hood. Hood must cover top of radiator or have a fixed cover over 

radiator. No exposed cap or top hose.  

9. Hood scoops can be full length of the hood and no wider than 22" an no higher than 1" above air 

cleaner. Scoop must not be made to direct air over roof or impair driver vision.  

10. Nothing in front of radiator except grill and air scoop to move air to radiator.  

11. No die cast or plastic grills.  

12. Louvers on hood and side panels forward of front firewall only.  

13. Body panels solidly attached and must extend to bottom of frame rails, no screws(sheet 

metal) anywhere on car.  

14.  5” Frame to ground. 4"min body sides to ground. 3” on the nose area ONLY. Tech Inspection 

15. 1/4" maximum air gap on hood and trunk lid.  

16. 6 degree maximum body rake. Measured on window with frame rails level. 0 degrees. Tech 

Inspection 

17. Hood and trunk must be fastened when car is on track.  
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18. Cars must be properly painted, included frame and roll cage. Must be numbered and 

maintained in proper condition.  

19. Must have contrasting numbers on both sides and roof facing outside of the track. Numbers 

must be of 18” minimum height on the sides and contrasting color to the body, easy to read.  

20. Minimum height from ground to high point of roof is 54 1/2" for pre-1948 cars. 52 ½ for 

1949-1975 cars. (With driver in car).  

21. Body may be offset up to 4" from center line of frame for bodies 1948 or older. 1949-1975 

offset 1" from center line.  

22. Front of car: No front fenders or any tire covering of any type allowed. Rear of car: At least 

one-half (1/2) the width of the tire on each side of the car to extend outside of the body.  

23. NOTE: For the dirt track races, every car must either have a windcreen in place of the 

windshield contructed out of steel bars, securly fastened to the chassis of the car, or the Lexan 

windshield must be in place. 

3. Frame & Suspension    PART A - Fabricated Frame - ALL CARS  

1. Frame must match attached outline, except the rear kick up may be vertical.  

2. Entire frame must be 2" X 3" X .100 wall thickness steel tube including mandatory front and 

rear cross members. The 2” X 3” must be upright.  

3. Added builder choice and sub frame may be any size, no frame part may be closer than 5" to 

ground.  

4. Main frame may not be drilled or altered in any way to reduce weight.  

5. Maximum wheel base is 118".  

6. leaf springs only. Springs are either two transverse or four parallel springs. No combinations.  

7. No other springs allowed.  

8. Load bolts and sway bars ok. 

4. SHOCKS:   

One welded steel body shock per wheel.  NO TAKE APART SHOCKS  Tech Inspection 

5. PART B - S-10 Frame - 1949 through 1975 body cars, originally less than 111" W.B.  

NOTE: Only S-10 built cars eligible to compete are those that were built and competing in the 

series prior to the 2019 season. No other exceptions will be made to this rule. All new cars 

entering the series must have 2 0r 4 leaf springs, and must have a straight front axle. 

1. Stock S-10 frame rails must remain from 2" in front of stock steering box to the rear of spring 

eye.  5" ground clearance.  Except the nose area can be 3” all around. 
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2. Stock front cross member only. Must stay in stock location.  

3. All front suspension must be mounted in stock location.  

4. Lower arms must be unaltered except for shock mount and/or weld in ball joint.  

5. May use tubular upper arms. Must be stock mount.  

6. Any racing spring in stock location ok. Screw jacks ok.  

7. May use any sway bar.  

8. Any frame brackets and cross members behind of front (stock) cross member can be removed 

and replaced to builder choice.  

9. Rear suspension must use 2 parallel leaf springs mounted builder choice.  

10. Adjustable spring shackles ok.  

11. Maximum wheelbase is 118".  

12. Front of car: No front fenders or any tire covering of any type allowed. Rear of car: At least 

one-half (1/2) the width of the tire on each side of the car to extend outside of the body.  

13. No bird cage devices allowed. Car will be deemed illegal and parked until such devices are 

removed from car. 

6. Roll Cage  

1. Minimum 6 point roll cage.  

2. Minimum 1 3/4" OD round tubing .090” wall primary bars. 1 1/2 "OD .090” Wall secondary bars.  

3. Three door bars each side. X brace on right side door. 

4. Left side (Drivers) door bars must have minimum 1/8" steel plate, at least 200 square inches to 

protect driver torso. Full door plate recommended.  

5. Center of windshield to have 1/4" cable or 1" .090” wall tube. Bar/cable centered between halo 

bar and dash bar.  (Becker Bar) 

6. Must have X in frame under main cage 1 ½” minimum or K Frame 1 1/2” minimum.  

7. Fuel & Fuel System  

1. Fuel cell mandatory. Cell must be completely enclosed in metal can.  

2. Cell must have crash protection bars.  

3. Cap must be tethered.  Tech Inspection 
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4. All fuel lines must be braided or solid. No copper. no rubber tube. This is a safety issue, and 

want to prevent any potential fires. will give a 3 race exemption to get correceted if you do not 

have solid line or braided tube.  Tech Inspection 

5. Mechanical fuel pumps only.  

6. Metal fuel filters only.  

7. No fuel lines inside cockpit.  

8. Pump gas, race gas 110 octane, E85 only. 

8. ENGINE PART A - Inline 6 250, 292cuin Chevy. 240, 300cuin Ford  

1. Inline 6 cylinder over head valve engine cast iron block & production cast iron head.  

2. Any head work ok. Two valve per cylinder.  

3. Production crank, stock stroke.  

4. Any rods, any pistons.  

5. Flat tappet cam and lifters only.  

6. Any intake.  

7. Only Qty 1. (2 BBL Carburetor). Holley type, carter or demon.  MUST have 2 return springs. 

8. Engine location: Maximum allowed distance for setback of engine is measured from center line 

of king pin measured back to the number one spark plug and is 13" Tech Inspection 

Maximum allowable distance down to center of crankshaft from line across the top of the frame at 

the crankshaft bolt is 5". Engine must mount vertically within 10 degrees of OEM position. 

Chrysler to be in OEM position. Maximum offset from center is 2".  See the GLOW Modifieds 

Drawing. 

9. PART B - INLINE 6 Chevy 292Cu.In. or Ford 300Cu.In. 

1. Same rules as above except flat top pistons only. 

10. PART C – V8 Engines – Chevy, Ford, Dodge. 

1. 360cuin. Maximum.  Cast iron small block and o.e.m. production iron heads only. Head work ok.  

2. Any intake.  

3. Holley #4412 500CFM - 2BBL carburetor only with no modifications 

4. Flat top pistons only.  

5. Any rods.  
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6. Flat tappet cam and lifters.  

7. Production crank, balancing ok.  

8. Engine set back V8 Engines, 17" from center left of axel to #1 spark plug hole.  Tech Inspection 

9. Offset 2" maximum. 

10. V8 Engines, crankshaft to ground 11" minimum measurement with race car sitting on the 

ground. 20psi in all 4 tires Maximum.  

 

11. All V8 Motors 331 c.i.-360 c.i. must use a 6200 rev chip 

      All V8 motors 331 c.i and smaller must use a 6500 rev chip 

12. All Rev limiter boxes must be mounted on the extreme passenger side of the car up near 

windshield area where the chip is in clear sight for the tech inspector. All chips will be sealed into 

car with non removable wire seal tag supplied by Glow. Any tampering with this device will result 

in a 2 race suspension, loss of points and purse for anyone found to have tampered with the seal. 

 Small Block 302 & 305 rule provisions: 

302 or 305 roller motor option will be legal for a trial in the 2019 season. This rule is being tested 

as another affordable option for those who prefer to use a V8 engine pkg. All previous V8 rules 

apply, with the exception of a 6500 rev chip rather than the 6200 chip in the larger c.i. V8 engines. 

Small Block V8 under 331 c.i. will also be allowed to utilize a 6500 rev chip, however these motors 

can NOT be roller cam motors, and must adhere to all the previous V8 rules set forth. 

 

 

 

11. Ignition inline 6 & V8 

1. Battery powered only. No magnetos.  

2. Must have a RED master kill switch. Kill switch must be easy to see. Off must be push in or turn 

lever down, OFF position must be labeled as such. 

3. V8 engines MUST run a Rev Limiter, 6200 chips and 6500 chips will be handed out by the GLOW 

Modifieds Tech person, depending on which one is needed, wire tie wrapped in place. 

Disqualification for any removal or tampering. 

CRA CHIP BOX SAFETY WIRED IN PLACE OVER THE 6200 CHIP on Big V8, 6500 on Small V8  Tech 

Inspection 

12. Exhaust  
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1. Any header or cast manifold. 

2. All exhaust must exit through a muffler(s) 90 decibel MAX or per the track rules if track rule is 

quieter.  Tech Inspection 

3. 3 inch ID muffler required. Tech Inspection item.  Tech Inspection 

13. Cooling System  

1. Any type of radiator mounted at front of car.  

2. Radiator must not be outside of frame or above hood.  

3. Auxiliary coolers must be protected and outside of driver compartment.  

4. Race Cars MUST have an overflow catch can, they can be located forward of firewall. Steam 

vent from overflow can, must be visible to the driver on the front passenger side of the window. 

5. No antifreeze allowed, Water Wetter, Engine Ice, Evans is approved to use. 

14. Drive Train  

1. Blowout proof bell housing or OEM bell housing with 1/4" steel 180 degrees 4" wide shield or 

approved blanket on manual clutch. SFI approved shield ok. 

2. Any flywheel or flex plate ok.  

3. Any working clutch.  

4. Any transmission that does not have an internal clutch. Chevy., Ford, Dodge, after market. 

5. Must have working reverse.  

6. Steel or aluminum driveshaft only and must be painted white. Have the car number attached. 

7. 360 degree driveshaft hoop 3" to 12" behind front of u-joint. Rear will be 3” to 12” in front of the 

rear u-joint.  

8. Any rear end. OEM, floater or quick change.  OEM must have axle retention. (Welded) 

15. Wheels & Tires   

1. During the 2019 season, 2 tires will be available and legal. American Racer 970, as well as 

Hoosier D800 are the only legal tires permitted to use. We will allow American Racer ONLY Dirt 

tires, for the dirt races only. For questions, clarifications, and tire availability, see Chad, he is 

responsible for the tire program in 2019. 

 

2.  8" wide (steel) five lug wheels.  (Wide 5) or (5 x 5 pattern).   1” lug nuts. 

3. Maximum offset on all cars to be measured from back of vertical rim bead to surface of 

frame rail. (Measured with left front wheel perfectly parallel to frame.) Difference in 
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measurement from side to side may not exceed 3" and you must provide access to 

measure. 

16. Weight Rules  

A. Minimum weight of car & driver after any race shall not be less than 2300 lbs. Inline 6. 

B. Minimum weight of car & driver after any race shall not be less than 2500 lbs for S10. 
C. Minimum weight of car & driver after any race shall not be less than 2400 lbs V8 engine  
D. Weighed with the driver in the car. No adding of fuel before weighing.  Left side weight shall 

not exceed 60% of total weight.  
 E. Ballast weight must be directly and securely attached to the sides or top of the main frame 

rail or major cross member structure, not the sub frame. All ballast must be inside of body 

panels. No lead shot or liquid type ballast permitted. All ballast weights must be painted 

white, with the car number painted in red or black. Any car losing ballast on track will be 

disqualified..  

17. Crash Guards  

1. Crash guards are mandatory front and rear. Front crash guard must be mounted a minimum of 

3" ahead of front cross-member to provide a crush zone. Must be constructed of steel or aluminum 

tubing. No sharp corners or rough edges allowed.  

2. Crash guards must be flat across. No bowed crash guards. Top and bottom bars must extend 

the same distance from the cross-member and must be parallel. Optional crash guard (NASCAR 

modified type) allowed. No crash guards or nerf bars to be filled in with any type or panels . 

3. Crash guards must be a minimum of 12" and a maximum of 14" from top to bottom. Center must 

be 12" to 16" from ground and must have at least one vertical bar.  

4. Rear crash guards may extend to 1/2 of rear tire width but must be at least width of chassis at 

rear cross-member. All rookie drives must have at least one bar on rear crash guard painted bright 

yellow. No other cars to have yellow crash guards.  

5. Front crash bars to be no wider than chassis at front cross-member. Exception on four spring 

cars, crash guard may be as wide as outside of spring perch. Maximum distance from center of 

right king pin to the front of the front crash guard must not be more than 32". Ends of both front 

and rear crash guards must be tied back into the chassis with steel, flat bar or tubing, minimum 1" 

x 1/8", or tin straps or thin iron rods. Must be fastened solid at each end.  

6. Nerf bars must not extend past outside edges of tires. Compulsory between front and rear 

wheels. Nerf bars not allowed in front of front wheels.  

18. Safety 

1. An approved racing seat must be securely fastened to the cage or frame at bottom and 

backrest. Seat must have padded headrest Halo double head restraints (right & left), on each side 

of the driver's seat.  Aluminum seat is mandatory, 125" thickness. Seat must be mounted above 2" 

X 3" frame rail.  

2. All bars in potential contact with the driver's body must be covered with fire retardant (made 

for racing roll bar) padding. If running a door liner on left side, sheet padding is recommended. 

Center of steering wheel must be padded.  
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19. Steering, Brakes and Starter  

1. Any regular type steering box may be used but column must mount to the left of dash center. 

No center steering boxes. Power steering allowed. Rack and pinion is allowed. All steering parts 

must have 3" ground clearance. welds on any steering parts must be properly reinforced.  

2. Duel brake system is required. Four-wheel brakes must be in good working order. Any type 

brake system allowed. No power brakes.  

3. Cars must be equipped with a self starter in working condition. 

20. Mandatory Safety Equipment  

1. Driver must have a helmet that is no less than 2010 Snell Foundation SA rated. Helmets will be 

inspected and must have sticker.  May have to change to 2015 per track insurance. Tech Item 

2. Full face helmet is recommended but not required.   Nomex lining, No motorcycle helmets.  

3. Three inch wide made for racing seatbelts with double shoulder harness must be used. They 

must have a quick release. Grade 8 bolts recommended with locking nuts. Crotch strap required. 

Seat Belt Manufacturing Date MUST be within 5 years. NO OUT OF DATES SEAT BELTS.  

1. In 2019 ALL Seat Belts will be dated 2014 or newer.  Tech Inspection item 

4. S.F.I. approved or Nomex designed for racing fire suits are mandatory. No Proban fire suits. 

Suits must be in good shape and should be clean. Double layer suit is recommended. Single layer 

suits MUST wear NOMEX or CARBON X underwear. S.F.I. approved racing, gloves, shoes, and 

NECk COLLARS are mandatory. Tech Item  HANS, NEXGEN, Hutchens are recommended. 

5. Fire extinguishers are mandatory in the cars. Minimum 2 1/2 lbs, Must be mounted safely, Must 

have a gauge, Must be within driver's reach. Onboard systems accepted. If extinguisher gauge is 

empty or reads out of green zone car will not be permitted to run.  Tech Item 

6. A fire extinguisher is also required at each pit crew site. A minimum of a 5lb fire extinguisher 

that is accessible at all time. (Preferable placement is at the rear of your trailer). Tech Item 

7. Driver's window nets are mandatory at drivers' head, Must hook at top and release closest 

and/or easiest for driver to reach. Tech Item 

21. GLOW Modifieds Frame, Roll Cage, Axle and Engine Location Drawings 

1. Frame Requirements 

2. Roll Cage Requirements 

3. Alternative Axle Design  

4. Engine Location  

22. Radios 

1. One-way radios are mandatory. The model specified for use by  GLOW  is the “RACEceiver 1600”. 

2. One-way radios are considered to be part of safety equipment, cars cannot race without one. 

3. Any car/ driver found to with his/her one-way radio on a channel other than the one designated by the 

GLOW Modifieds will result in a disqualification for the night. Tech Item 

 

23. General Procedures 
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1. The Owner/ Driver is responsible for the technical legality of their cars. 

2. The Tech. Official may check any engines that have blown during the race event for legality. 

3. All new concepts and ideas must be taken to the Tech. Official prior to installation on a car. 

The Tech. Official’s decision is final. 

4. All cars MUST have a safety and technical inspection at the beginning of each year prior to the 

1st
 race event. Tech sticker will be placed on the front windshield. 

 

24. General Rules Cont. 

 

1. The rules and/or regulations set forth in this book are designed to provide for the orderly 

conduct of racing events and to establish minimum acceptable requirements for all events.  

These rules shall govern the condition of all events, and by participating in these events, all 

participants are deemed to have complied with these rules. They are intended as a guide for the 

conduct of the sport and are in no way a guarantee against injury or death to any participant, 

spectator or Official. No expressed or implied warranty of safety shall result from publications of, 

or compliance of these rules and/or regulations. 

2. All persons admitted to the pits and/or restricted areas of a GLOW Modifieds sanctioned event 

must obey all rules and regulations set forth by the GLOW Modifieds.  Each person so admitted 

releases the GLOW Modifieds of all liability. Anyone bringing any legal action against the GLOW 

Modifieds its Executive or any of its members will automatically forfeit their membership in the 

GLOW Modifieds for a minimum of ten (10) years. They also give up any points, moneys and 

awards received to that date. 

3. Drivers, car owners, mechanics and crew members shall have no claims against the GLOW 

Modifieds or its Officials, agents, affiliates or race organizers, by reason of disqualification or 

damage of either personal injury or property. 

4. The GLOW Modifieds reserves the right, in the public image of the sport, to disapprove any 

advertising or sponsorship. 

5. All  drivers must have a membership before competing in any GLOW Modifieds event. Drivers 

must be a minimum of fourteen (14) years of age. Any driver under the age of 18 must provide a 

notarized signed guardian consent form to race with the GLOW Modifieds. 

6. Car numbers will be given out by the Race Director when he/she receives your membership fee. 

All previous competitors have their last years number reserved until the February general 

membership meeting. 

7. Only the GLOW Modifieds Race Director  may negotiate races, purses etc. with promoters.  

 

8. Membershipe Dues: Each car has a Owner/Driver fee of $100 per season. For teams entering 

more than 1 car, you will only be charged the Driver fee of $50 per additional car, not the normal 

$100. All dues must be paid in full no later than April 15, 2019. It is imperative to have this in by 

the deadline to assure your starting spot at the season opening race. 

All dues paid after April 15, 2019 will be subject to an additional late fee of $50. 

Please mail payments to: 

                                           Glow Vintage Outlaws 

                                ATTN: Chad Teague 

                                           285 125th ave 

                                           Shelbyville, Mi 49344 

 

 

25. CONDUCT RULES: 

 

1. Participants in any GLOW Modifieds sanctioned events are to conduct themselves in an orderly 

manner not detrimental to auto racing. 

2. Verbal and/or physical abuse of any GLOW Modifieds Official agent, representative and/or use of 

improper language is strictly prohibited. Disorderly behavior at any event will subject offenders to 

suspension and/or fine, as determined by the GLOW Modifieds Owners appointed person.  

Owner’s are responsible for the actions of their Drivers, their crew, and non-members in their pit 

area. 
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2. Alcoholic beverages and/or drugs are prohibited until the completion of the race meet,  

Tech. Violation or suspicion of violation of this regulation will result in an immediate suspension 

of the offender(s) from further participation. 

4. The conduct of any participant during the course of any event that is deemed unsportsmanlike 

could be subject to loss of points and/or prize money and/or membership. 

5. All persons admitted to the pits and/or the restricted areas of a GLOW Modifieds. sanctioned 

event, car owners and drivers are responsible for all persons associated with their cars and/or 

crew. Any verbal and/or physical abuse of any GLOW Modifieds. Official, Driver or General Member, 

will be subject to a penalty resulting in receiving only show points and tow money for that race 

event. Penalties will increase with any additional penalty. 

 

New in 2019 will be an aggressive driving penalty. Should you make contact with a car that is 

inexcusable, or deemed as inappropriate, you will be black flagged for the remainder of that race. 

Should you get 2 black flags in one night, you will be parked for the duration of that night, and will 

forfeit any points associated with that car, in addition to forfeiting any purse at the conclusion of 

the race. 

 

New in 2019 will be the 2 spin rule. Should your car spin, wreck, or cause a yellow flag caution, 2 

times in one race, you will be black flagged for the remainder of that race, asked to make 

necessary repairs to the car in order to get it under control. If you can not, the car will be parked 

until it can be on the track in a safe manner. 

 

 

26. OFFICIAL DECISIONS: 

 

1. GLOW  reserves the right to determine and interpret the intent of all rules and specifications 

governing sanctioned events and their decision is final. 

2. Any situation not specifically covered herein will be acted upon by the Race Director and/or the 

Officials in charge and their decision is final. 

3. Feature winner of the race will start at the rear of the field for the next race. Should that driver 

miss the next race, that driver will start at the rear of the next race that he or she enters.  

4. When you waive your qualifying time, you will be treated as the fast qualifier and not be held to 

the break out rule. 

5. Break out rule will be monitored and enforced. Any car/driver found to be in violation will be 

penalized accordingly. 

 

27. PROTEST: 

1. A protest will only be accepted from an Owner/ Driver of a car competing at that race event. 

Must be in writting 

 

2. Scoring protest: 

The Race Track scorer's will determine the final position in all events.  

Protests regarding finishes must be given, in writing to the Race Director or Handicapper. 

Protests must be handed in within 15 minutes of the posted finish. 

 
3. Drive line protest: 

The protest must be in writing and exactly specify what is being protested and signed by the 

protester. The protest, accompanied with $50.00 cash, must be in hands of the Race Director or 

Head of Tech., no later than 15 minutes after the feature is completed. Drive line infractions 

consists of engine, transmission, driveshaft, and rear end assembly. If the car is found illegal, the 

$50.00 will be returned to the protester. 

 

4. When a random power train check is made by the Tech. Official and the car is found legal, the 

GLOW Modifieds will pay the car owner $50.00 (engine only). First tear down by the GLOW 

Modifieds, per race car, to be at owner's expense. 

5. Race Cars must not be removed from the race track property until 15 minutes after the last 

race it competed in, unless permission received from the Race Director and Tech. Official. 
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6. All protests, issues and resolutions (or reason for decision) must be made public to the 

Committee, and read out at the next general membership meeting or prior to the next race.  

 

28.  Penalties for Rules Infractions: 
 

The Tech. Committee, Race Personnel, Track Staff may determine that any car is unsafe to 

continue, before or during a race.  

The 1st time you will be warned, and checked and approved by the Head of Tech. prior to 

competing in the next Race event. 

NOTE: If any car fails to or refuses to complete tech., (i.e. the car leaves the tech. 

area), the car will be penalized. NO POINTS and NO MONEY will be paid out. 

 

29 - GENERAL INFORMATION: 

 

1. All drivers must sign-in at the track pit entrance. Before going on the racetrack.  

2. If you are unable to start a race that you have been scheduled for, please notify the Race 

Director as soon as possible. 

3. If you are late for line-up, you will start at the back of your race. 

The line-ups will be posted on a GLOW Modifieds board at a designated location of the GLOW 

Modifieds pits.  You are responsible to see where you line-up and to do so promptly when your 

race is called. 

4. Driver’s meetings are mandatory, and attendance will be taken. Drivers missing the 

meeting will start at the back of his/her heat.  A Race Team member associated with the 

car may represent the driver. 

 

5. Black flags are for that race only, unless otherwise specified by the Race Director.  

Conduct black flags are scored at the back of the race, behind the regular D.N.F.’s. 

 

6. Scoring is done by the Track Officials. Any problems or questions are to be directed, in 

writing, to the Race Director for the GLOW Modifieds. The allocated time period is 15 

minutes after the posted finish. 

7. GLOW Modifieds to use the Race Track Starters. 

 

8. Any race passed the ½ way point, this includes timed events, can be called as complete by 

the Track Officials.  

This could be for rain, major accident, lack of cars remaining, or otherwise. 

 

30. GLOW Modifieds Racing Series POINTS:  ALL GLOW Modifieds SPONSOR STICKERS MUST BE 

ON THE RACE CARS TO RECEIVE ANY CONTINGENCY AWARDS- Both Sides Per the 

Drawing/Picture. This will be provided, to keep it consistent. 

 

The regular number of laps per race, unless otherwise specified are: 

Heats ........…………………….8 Laps. 

Main feature ............…………. 25 Laps  

occasionally we may have a 30,40,or 50 lap race, so be certain your fuel cells are large enough. 

 

Restarts: 

All cars involved in an accident, must go to the back, Flagman’s decision.   

Tap out Rule by each Driver will be honored. 

This includes the original green; it will be restarted as original line-up less involved/accident cars. 

Any driver who leaves their car unattended FOR ANY REASON after an accident will be scored in 

last place for that race.  

When a large number of cars are involved, the cars will be stopped to clean-up and re-line. 

 DO NOT LEAVE YOUR RACE CAR UNTIL INSTRUCTED TO DO SO BY RACE OFFICIALS. 
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Working on cars during the race, green-yellow flags only. If you go safely into the Pits, any crew 

can work on the car. When you can return to the race track in a safe fashion, this applies to the 

heats and the feature. The Race Track will have an Official in the Pits to monitor this. 

After a pit stop, you must restart at the rear of the field.  

The Flag man may rule to start a car at the back of any race if the car is not up to speed in the 

race, as determined by the Race Track. 

 

Red Flag- Races STOPPED, NO WORKING ON THE RACE CAR, PERIOD. 

 

31. GLOW Modifieds Racing Series POINTS SYSTEM: 

 

Appearance:  

1. There will be 50 points awarded to each owner as appearance (or show up) points.  

The car must be race ready at the track.  

2. In the event of a race cancellation before racing begins.  ALL Race Cars at the track will 

get 50 points. 

Qualifying:  

1. Qualifying points; The number of cars determines the amount of points. Example 15 cars 

will equals 15 points. The slowest car will get 1 point the faster car will 15 points. 

2. If a race car fails to Qualify, for any reason. That car will start at the back of the Fast Heat 

and receive 1 Heat Race point. They will also start at the back of the Feature Race for that 

day. 

3. The GLOW Modifieds will follow the race tracks qualifying procedure. 

4. When possible Qualifying will be 1 car at a time per the Race Track Qualifying Procedures. 2 

laps. 

Heat Race Points:  

The number of race cars determines the amount of points. Example 15 cars equals 15 points. The 

slowest car will get 1 point the faster car will 15 points. The heat races will take the number of 

race cars and divide the field in half for points. The heats are divided equally among the race cars 

signed in. 1st heat represents the slower Qualifying race cars. 2nd
 heat represents the faster 

Qualifying race cars. New drivers will be assigned to the back of the 1st heat. 

Any driver requesting scratch position will be lined-up at the back of their respective heat, for the 

heat only.  

1. The 1st
 Heat Race;  Points will start out at 1 point for last place and go up one point per car 

placement. Example; if 6 race cars start the 1st
 Heat Race. 1st

 place will receive 6 points 

and last place will receive 1 point. 

2. The 2nd
 Heat Race; Points will start out at 7 points for last place and go up one point per car 

placement. Example; if 6 race cars start the 2nd
  Heat Race. 1st

 place will receive 12 points 

and last place will receive 7 points. 

Feature Points:  

The number of race cars determines the amount of points. Example 15 cars equals 30 points. The 

last place race car will get 2 points the first place race car will 30 points. 

1. Feature Finish points will go down 2 points per Feature place finish.  

 

Feature Race Line Up: 

The Top 24 Race Cars will start the Feature. 

The Feature will always be a FULL INVERT. Slowest race cars to Fastest race cars. 

1st
 heat finishers start in the front, 2nd

 heat finishers, all by their finish positions.  

ALL Race cars will be run over the weight scales for weight and height check prior to the Feature 

race. When the track is able to do so. 

 

Owner & Driver Points:  

Points will be maintained after every race on the GLOW Modifieds website for both the car owner 

and individual drivers. Points will be awarded to any car that shows up ready to race.  
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Money will be paid to any qualified race car that takes the 1st green flag, regardless of any 

restarts.  

 

33. Time trial brake out rules:  
Top 3 in Qualifying are Exempt from the breakout rules. 

Any driver suspected of cheating the system will be disqualified, will receive no money, and loose 

all points for the evening. Should your actual race time be more than .25-.50 tenths faster than 

qualifying, you will be disqualified. NO CHEATING WILL BE PERMITTED 

 

 

NOTE: The GLOW Modifieds Racing Series rules may change as needed to keep 

the competition fair and equal for ALL GLOW Modified Teams. 

The main reason for the rules is to put on a GREAT Show for our Fans and 

Spectators. If any 1 Team is running away with the series, the rules will be 

adapted to ensure that the GLOW Modifieds Racing Series is still putting on a 

GREAT Show for the Fans and Spectators. 
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The GLOW  Modifieds Racing Series Mentor Program: 

2019 
This program has been created to help familiarize new members with the GLOW Modifieds Racing 

Series.  

 The program will give encouragement to new members and provide someone to go directly to 

with questions regarding on-track procedures/situations. 

The program also gives all existing club members a Mentor to speak to, when required, about 

on-track incidents which might occur. 

The Head Mentor will ask members to volunteer to be Mentors. Mentors must have a minimum of 5 

years with racing experience as a driver. Mentors must make a commitment to attend 90% of the 

races. 

All first year and rookie drivers will have a Mentor. All drivers must have a Mentor until they reach 

the age of 16. 

All mentored drivers that ran a shared car or limited schedule in their mentored year, will retain a 

Mentor the following year. 

A Mentor cannot be a family member of driver. 

Mentors will be introduced at each drivers meeting so other drivers know who is mentoring whom. 

Before a mentored driver is allowed to take his/her position in a race, the decision will be made by 

the Mentor or a drivers group or Race Officials. A Mentor alone will not make this decision. 

All mentored cars must run a yellow stripe on their rear bumper. 

The Mentor’s car number or name will appear, in brackets, behind the mentored car’s number on 

the line-up board. 

There will be a mandatory meeting of mentored drivers, after each general drivers meeting, at the 

race track. 

If a mentored driver is involved in a crash, it is mandatory that the incident be discussed with the 

Mentor and Club Officials (that is not associated with the car/driver), so that the mentored driver 

receives an unbiased opinion of the incident. 

It is recommended that a mentored driver report any altercation that has occurred during a race, 

to their Mentor. 

This is a basic outline to get this program started. More things will be added as ways to make this 

system work better and offer the most encouragement to new members. 

We encourage New Drivers and Teams to take advantage of 

this program. 
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GLOW Modifieds Race Director: 

• Liaison / co-ordinate with the scorers at race track. 

• Make our procedures known to race track staff. 

• Relays communications from the Track Officials to other staff and GLOW Modifieds Teams. 

• Relays all information to scorers as needed. 

• Transports the starts and finishes from pits to the scorers. 

• Keeps track of cars entering and exiting pits. 

• Keeps track of accident cars. 

• Writes down original line-up. 

• Responsible for GLOW Modifieds radios settings/ channels for Raceivers. 

• Make available to track staff, copies of our basic procedures. 

 
GLOW Modifieds Treasurer / Secretary: 

• Keeps all financial records. 

• Presents monthly financial report. 

• Responsible for insuring drivers’ payouts are available by the next racing weekend, pick-up 

purse from promoter and distributes funds to the drivers. 

• Issues checks for GLOW Modifieds expenses. 

• Responsible for outstanding accounts (tracks, sponsors, memberships, penalties, etc.). 

• Works on Business Committee. 

• Reports at Executive and general meetings. 

 
GLOW Modifieds Tech. Director: 

• Runs safety and tech. from GLOW Modifieds rulebook, using tech. procedures as outlined. 

• Contact for tech., for all drivers, owners, and co-ordinates with track Tech. Officials. 

• Responsible for tech. tools and radios. 

• Ensures decals for sponsors are given and are on all cars. 

 

34- Rule Modification  

1. Rules subject to change at any time 

2. Anything not specifically covered in rules is not considered legal. 

3. The rules committee will advise on any questions or changes. 
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 Rule Request Change Suggestion Form: 

Contact Information 

Name:___________________________________ Date:_______________________________________  

Phone Number: (        )____________ E-mail Address: _________________________________ 

Please Check the Appropriate box below: 

Change to existing Rule ______ 

New Rule Request __________ 

Temporary Deviation of Rule __________ 

 

If you checked Change or Deviation to existing rule, please indicate what Section 

and Rule Number that the rule you are changing is found in the Rule Book.  

Clearly state the purpose of the rule alteration or new rule and why you think this would be a benefit 
for all. Remember the Tech Committee will review this form and if necessary be brought before the 
GLOW Modifieds Executive.  
If Deviation, then explain reason and length of time needed to comply.  
Please submit one form for each rule change or additional request. This form will be kept. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

NOTES:_________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ 
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GLOW Modifieds SEALED POWER Feature Race Pay Out - REGULAR  
 
THIS WILL BE ANNOUNCED PRIOR TO EACH RACE, AS THE TOTAL PURSE MAY FLUCTUATE DEPENDING ON 
VENUE AND SPONSORSHIP.  
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